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VI. Abstract 

1. Abstract in English 

Marec.ma is an aggregator website for recording studios meant to satisfy the needs of 

musicians, singers and bands, to accommodate the best place to hold a recording session, 

depending on their location and budget. Following other successful models in Europe, 

Marec.ma will allow users to create a free account as a client. Consequently, clients will be 

able to search a studio by viewing its location, pictures and schedule, to finally book online 

the session for an available date. They will also have the opportunity to post the appropriate 

information about their studio, from amateur home-studios, to professional studios, with 

their suitable services, schedule and prices. This platform will be built using Entity 

Framework Core 5.0 in the ASP .Net framework for the back-end while the more modern 

tool Angular will be used to build the front-end. 

The software development model adopted for this project is the waterfall 

model, as the fundamental requirements are clear and unambiguous, following a 

successful European model.  

The primary objective of this project is to consolidate all the skills and knowledge 

learned                       through the courses offered at AUI as well as to learn new technologies to help 

build a full website. 

2. Abstract in French 

Marec.ma est un site Web agrégateur de studios d'enregistrement destiné à satisfaire les 

besoins des musiciens, chanteurs et groupes, pour trouver le meilleur endroit pour organiser une 

session d'enregistrement, en fonction de leur emplacement et de leur budget. À la suite d'autres 

modèles à succès en Europe, Marec.ma permettra aux utilisateurs de créer un compte gratuit en 

tant que client. Ainsi, les clients pourront rechercher un studio en visualisant son emplacement, 

ses photos et son horaire, pour enfin réserver en ligne la séance à une date disponible. Ils auront 

également la possibilité de publier les informations appropriées sur leur studio, des home-studios 

amateurs aux studios professionnels, avec leurs services, horaires et tarifs adaptés. Cette 

plateforme sera construite à l'aide d'Entity Framework Core 5.0 dans le framework ASP .Net pour 

le back-end tandis que l'outil plus moderne Angular sera utilisé pour construire le front-end. 

Le modèle de développement adopté pour ce projet est le modèle en cascade (Waterfall), 
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car les exigences fondamentales sont claires et sans ambiguïté, suivant un modèle européen 

réussi. 

L'objectif principal de ce projet est de consolider toutes les compétences et connaissances 

acquises grâce à divers cours à AUI ainsi que d'apprendre de nouvelles technologies pour aider à 

créer un site Web complet.
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VII.   Project Report 

1. Introduction 

Morocco is currently in the leading prominent countries in the North African music 

entertainment business, leading the charts regularly in various streaming platforms 

including Spotify, Youtube and Deezer. During the last 5 years, Morocco has continuously 

been an example for other North African countries for its various genres, creativity and 

wide popularity, convincing world-wide organization such as the UNESCO to support this 

art and effort in Morocco [1]. Despite this flourishing scene and increasing activity, it is 

well-known across Morocco that the music industry is non-existent. Most of the popular 

Moroccan artists today are either independent or are signing with European labels, as there 

are no other options for them, making it very challenging to make a living out of what they 

excel at. 

Due to this lack of infrastructure, monetization and stability, many independent 

artists are continuously working hard, and looking to record and produce their own music 

in a sort of “safe space” and trustworthy environment, depending on their budget and 

schedule.  Hence, the precise creation of this website. 

Marec.ma is an aggregator website which will allow users to post their own 

recording studios, services, prices, schedules, and pictures from amateur home-studios to 

professional full service studios, inviting other users to book a session depending on their 

location, budget and availability.  

Marec is also about building a community, where independent sound engineers will 

build a reputation depending on the reviews and number of visits per week. It is about 

engaging the Moroccan musicians to help each other and create opportunities that would 

not have happened otherwise. 
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2. Feasibility Study 

Marec is a website where artists and sound engineers can connect through their 

accounts. A user can create an account using a username and a password. 

To develop the project, the back-end platform will be designed using the ASP.Net 5.0 

application with Entity Framework Core 5.0 as an Object-Relational Mapper. The 

programming language that will be used for the back-end is C sharp. As for the front-end, 

the web application framework chosen is Angular, using the TypeScript programming 

language. While the database will be run through SqlServer. 

Regarding the economic constraints, there are two main costs that will emerge during 

the integration stage: cost of buying a ‘.ma’ domain, and cost of renting cloud services for 

back-end and front-end. Both costs will not exceed a total of 200 DHS. However, in order 

to include online payments within the website, using Moroccan banks, a fee must be paid, 

which is still not an option to be considered for now, as monetization is not a requirement. 

The project will be procured in accordance with current Moroccan legal 

requirements. A ‘Legal’ section is designed on the website to make sure that the rules and 

regulations that must be followed can be viewed by all the visitors.  

The website will be constantly under my supervision. The different software 

development steps will operate as the Waterfall Model dictates. The only operation that is 

dependent on outside factors other than myself is populating the website before launching. 

As there are about 30 to 40 semi-professional to professional studios across Morocco, when 

the website will be close to being finished, I will have to contact some studios to convince 

them to join my website and slightly lower their prices, as I am offering visibility and 

possible clients. I will also have to explain to them the terms of the website and mention the 

small share that the website takes from every transaction. This operation will be the only 

one that cannot be predicted correctly. The other operations and efforts concerning product 

development, testing, deployment and maintenance will be undertaken by me.
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3. Steeple Analysis 

3.1 Social 

Marec.ma will help the music community in Morocco that has been growing and 

flourishing on its own, but is currently reaching a limit due to the lack of infrastructure and 

monetization. It will help support rising artists that are looking for new affordable and 

trustworthy places to produce, record, mix and master their next hit, while allowing engineers 

to get the credit they deserve within the community. Such a website might even make talented 

musicians who have always wanted to record their favorite piece, but did not have the facilities 

to do so. Its impact on society is thus undeniable, as it will be the reference website for any 

musical need in Morocco. 

3.2 Technological 

Marec will allow users to login using their account, while making it possible to pay 

for the session online. 

3.3 Economical 

Each studio reservation in Marec, users can pay for it online through their favorite 

Moroccan bank or by cash in the nearest Wafacash agency available. It will also help 

engineers and studios to be monetized and encourage them to pursue their career despite the 

absence of a music industry. 

3.4 Environmental 

Instead of letting artists take long rides and go through many means  of transport to 

get to the only studio they had heard of, Marec will  offer visibility to see the nearest studios 

and professionals so that you can take the least number of steps to achieve your goal.
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3.5 Political 

Marec might have political impacts when it comes to international relationships 

between engineers. Just like other American websites, some Moroccan hardworking 

professionals might become popular because of their professionalism, discipline and 

reviews, which will allow the Marec community to represent the elite of Moroccan 

musicians and engineers, pushing other North African countries to build relationships with 

them out of respect and appreciation. 

3.6 Legal 

Marec’s legal implications is not concerned by the client and the professional. 

Agreements about royalties and credits must be sorted out between the two parties. 

Marec.ma should only be seen as a place that facilitates meetings between music 

passionate, and does not impose any rules or take any responsibility for what comes out 

of these meetings. 

3.7 Ethical 

Helping artists and musicians to meet and facilitate the infrastructure to produce 

music and letting room for creatives to only think and innovate should be the main objective 

of this website. As a result, more appreciation, consideration and respect will go to both 

parties as the relationships ought to be built on trust and honesty.  
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4. Requirement Specifications 

4.1 Functional Requirements 

● Users should be able to authenticate using username/password 

● Users should be able to create an account. 

● Users should be able to search for a studio depending on the name, city and price 

range. 

● Users should be able to create their own studio. 

● Users should be able to manage their created studios. 

● Users should be able to manage their reservations. 

● Users should be able to make online transactions. 

● Users should be able to leave a review on the studio page after making a transaction. 

4.2 Non-Functional Requirements 

● Website should work on different web browsers. 

● Capacity of the system should be able to hold more than 1000 users. 

● Updates and new features should be easily added independently on the existing features 

and components. 

● A user friendly graphical interface 
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5. Technology Stack 

 
5.1 Client-Side using Angular 13 

Angular is one of the most modern tools to develop web applications developed by 

Google, tied together with other tools such as React and Vue. Angular shines more within big 

enterprise projects, as it uses a strict hierarchy and organization of components. Each angular 

component includes: 

- One HTML file 

- One CSS file 

- One TypeScript file 

5.1.1 HTML 

HyperText Markup Language is the basic language for rendering webpages 

accordingly. I will be using it within the Angular 13 framework in order to create the 

necessary “divs” to decide on the different components displayed on the webpage such as:  

- Headers <h> </h> 

- Forms <form> </form> 

- Form fields <mat-form-field> </mat-form-field> 

- Buttons <button></button> 

- Sections <section> </section> 

- Loading spinners <mat-spinner> </mat-spinner> 

- Cards <mat-card> </mat-card> 

- Footer <app-footer> </app-footer> 

5.1.2 CSS 

Cascading Style Sheet is what I will be using to choose how the html result will be 

shown in the screen. Each html file will have its own CSS file. A CSS file for instance can 

decide on the font color, size or background color of the div it references. We can also 

move html divs relative to the screen or to the parent div. Therefore, CSS styling is not 

mandatory for the web application to run, but it allows us to have a more user friendly 

interface. 
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5.1.3 TypeScript 

TypeScript will be used to define the necessary methods for each component. These 

methods can be called by the html file, or they can themselves call the back-end services 

through the API controller.  

5.1.4 NPM 

Node Package Manager is the default package management tool for angular 

projects. It has allowed me to download and install angular on my computer, as well as run 

the appropriate commands to execute the application locally: 

- npm install 

- ng serve 

5.1.5 Bootstrap 

Bootstrap has allowed me to create responsive web components such as the 

navigation bar. By installing the necessary packages, we can use the built-in pre-defined 

modules [2] as a starting point to create an interactive graphical user interface, that is more 

user friendly than raw html.  

5.1.6 Angular Material 

Like Bootstrap, Angular Material is currently one of the most popular Angular UI 

libraries. Instead of using the traditional html <button> for example, Angular Material 

offers <mat-button> which has a better look and feel, while also offering a better API 

documentation of these modules. [3] 

5.2 Server-Side using ASP.Net 

5.2.1 ASP.Net Entity Framework 

Entity Framework Core 5.0 is the Object Relational Mapper I have chosen to run the 

back-end. The MVC architecture (Model-View-Controller) is currently one of the most 

widely used tools to build a proper web application back-end using C sharp. Through the 

Code-First approach, I can create models, view-models, services and controllers and acquire 

automatically an SQLServer database that respects the designed models through a 

DbContext. 
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5.2.2 NuGet 

NuGet.org is the package manager for .NET applications. Through Visual Studio, 

packages can be downloaded depending on the version of Entity Framework Core used, in 

order to implement helpful libraries, such the Swashbuckle package for generating Swagger. 

5.2.3 Swagger 

  Swagger is a tool that helps back-end developers to acquire some sort of result before 

designing a proper front-end. Just like Postman, it has allowed me to make some tests and 

verify if my back-end services, controllers and database are working correctly. This is helpful 

to know before moving to the front-end design. It has also helped me populate my database. I 

have found it to be better than Postman as the GUI is more clear and responsive. 

5.2.4 Jwt Authentication 

JWT or JSON Web Token is a standard for creating encrypted tokens that allow users 

to create their own sessions through secure authentication. JWT supports ASP.Net framework 

used in this project. 

5.3 Data-Tier 

5.3.1 SqlServer 

 Microsoft SQLServer is one of the most reliable relational database management 

systems today, used in many application and has a clear and precise schema. It allowed me 

to store the data of Users, Studios and Reservations in tables following the models built in 

the back-end. Entity Framework supports this protocol using the Code First approach, where 

it automatically builds the appropriate SQLServer database tables depending on the models 

and relationships created. More details about this procedure will be found below. 
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6. Design 

 
6.1 Wireframe 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

  

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

  

Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
 

 

Figure 6 
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6.2 Class Diagram 

 
Figure 7 

6.3 ER Diagram 

Figure 8 
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6.4 Use Case Diagram 

 
Figure 9 

6.5 Sequence Diagrams 

 
 

 
Figure 10 
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Figure 11 

 

6.6 Waterfall Model 

  Since the most important requirements for the website to operate and execute its core 

objectives are clear and unambiguous, the Waterfall Model will allow me to follow the 

traditional software engineering steps safely in an organized manner. After a successful first 

design, I shall add more features as to update the already existing strong foundation. 

Other methods such as the agile methodology would not be ideal in this scenario as I 

am the owner and developer of this project and all the requirements, objectives and 

specifications are clear from the start, and will most likely not change. 
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7. Implementation 

7.1 MVC Architecture 

7.1.1 User 

- Model: 

Attribute UserId Email Password AccountName FirstName LastName 

Data Type int string string string string string 

Table 1 

- Services and Controller 

Services AddUser GetAllUsers GetUserById UpdateUserById DeleteUserById Authenticate GenerateJwt

Token 

Description 

 

 

Checks if 

email already 

exists. If not, 

creates user 

and adds it to 

list of users in 

DbContext. 

Returns list 

of all users. 

Returns user 

with 

appropriate 

id. 

Fetches user 

with the id. 

Updates that 

user with new 

information. 

Fetches user 

with the id. 

Deletes that user 

from database. 

Fetches for 

email and 

password 

entered. If 

user is found, 

calls 

generatejwtto

ken() 

When called 

by 

authenticate(

), generates 

an encrypted 

jwt token 

using a 

secret key 

(string). 

Controller 

(Http 

Request + 

HttpLink) 

HttpPost 

(“add-user”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-all-

users”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-user-by-

id”) 

HttpPut 

(“update-user-

by-id”) 

HttpDelete 

(“delete-user-

by-id”) 

HttpPost 

(“authenticate

”) 

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________ 

Table 2 
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7.1.2 Studio 

- Model: 

Attribute StudioId Name Description Conditions Equipment PriceHour Type City Picture UserId 

Data Type int string string string string decimal enum enum  string int 

Table 3 

- Services and Controller: 

Services AddStudio GetAllStu

dios 

GetStudioB

yId 

UpdateStudio

ById 

GetStudios

ByUserId 

DeleteStu

dioById 

SearchB

yName 

SearchB

yPrice 

SearchBy

City 

Description Creates 

studio and 

adds it to 

list of 

studios in 

DbContext

. 

Returns 

list of all 

studios. 

Returns 

studio with 

appropriate 

id. 

Fetches 

studio with 

id. Updates 

that studio 

with new 

information. 

Returns list 

of studios 

owned by 

User with 

id. 

Fetches 

studio 

with id. 

Deletes it 

from 

database. 

Returns 

list of 

studios 

with the 

name 

containi

ng the 

name 

entered 

Returns 

list of 

studios 

with 

price 

per hour 

less or 

equal 

than the 

price 

entered 

Returns 

list of 

studios in 

the city 

entered. 

Controller 

(Http 

Request + 

HttpLink) 

HttpPost 

(“add-

studio”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-all-

studios”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-

studio-by-

id”) 

HttpPut 

(“update-

studio-by-

id”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-

studios-by-

user-id”) 

HttpDelet

e 

(“delete-

studio-by-

id”) 

HttpGet 

(search-

by-

name) 

HttpGet 

(search-

by-

price) 

HttpGet 

(search-

by-city) 

 Table 4 

7.1.3 Reservations 

-Model: 

Attribute ReservationId UserId StudioId StartDateTime EndDateTime 

Data Type int int int DateTime DateTime 

Table 5 
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-Services and Controller: 

Services AddReservation DeleteReservationById GetReservationsByUserId GetReservationsByStudioId 

Description Creates reservation 

and adds is to the 

list of reservation in 

DbContext 

Fetches reservation 

with id. Deletes it from 

database. 

Fetches for reservations with 

user id. Returns all 

reservations of that user id. 

Fetches for reservations with 

studio id. Returns all reservations 

of that studio id. 

Controller 

(Http 

Request + 

HttpLink) 

HttpPost 

(“add-reservation”) 

HttpDelete 

(“delete-reservation-

by-id”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-reservations-by-

userId”) 

HttpGet 

(“get-reservations-by-studioId”) 

Table 6 

 

7.1.4 DbContext 

The three following code lines must be added to the DbContext.cs in order to create the 

list of studios, users and reservation. 

 

Figure 12 

Whenever a DbSet is added, or a new attribute (column) is added to the models, the 

two following commands must be run in order to update the database tables appropriately: 

add-migration migrationname 

update-database 
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7.2 Creating the server and connecting 

To set up the server, first the following commands had to be run in the Startup.cs file: 

 

 

Figure 13 

These commands will tell the program that it should connect to an SQLServer located in 

the ConnectionString path. The latter is declared in the appsettings.json file as follows : 

 

Now, the database can be inspected in the left corner of Visual Studio : 

 

Figure 14 
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7.3 Visiting the web page: 

When the back-end is successfully run, a swagger page renders as follows: 

 

Figure 15 

In order to run the web application, the windows command prompt must be open, 

and run “ng serve” in the directory of the angular project file as seen in the figure below: 

 

Figure 16 
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Now that the angular project is running we navigate to: http://localhost:4200/ to visit the 

web page locally. 

 

Figure 17 

7.4 Sign in/up 

  Through the navbar component in the home page, random visitors can sign in using their 

existing account, or sign up which prompts the user to enter the appropriate information in 

order to create an account. This is done by calling the appropriate UserServices in the back-end 

previously discussed in order to create a session for the user. The JWT authentication steps [4] 

can be seen in the figure below: 

 

Figure 18 

http://localhost:4200/
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  Once the user is logged in, the navigation bar will not display the sign in/up options any 

longer, rather, it displays 4 new features: My info, Manage Studios, Manage Reservations and 

Log Out. 

7.5 My info 

  When user click on the “My info” button, they are redirected to a page where they can 

see their previously entered information and choose to update them if needed. To update the 

information, the user fills a form (mat-form module) from Angular Material, which takes every 

string entered in each form-field and assigns it to the appropriate user attribute. Then, a call to 

the UpdateUserById service in the back-end is made. The user ID is acquired from the session, 

more precisely from the Authentication service in the front-end which validates the JWT 

token. Once the UserID is known, and all the attributes are set, the UpdateUserById is 

executed, which finds the user with the Id and replaces the information accordingly. A 

screenshot of the html code can be seen below, where the form-fields are being set for each 

user attribute: 

 

Figure 19 

7.6 Manage Studios 

  When the user navigates to the “manage studio” page, the previously created studio(s) 

are displayed. Most of the time, users will most probably only have one studio or none created. 

But the possibility of letting users create more studios might come in handy for users that 

travel a lot, thus own different studios in different locations. Therefore, they can see the list of 

studios they have previously created and can delete or update the information. In the snapshot 

below, we can see that the user owns two studios. Studio “test 2” is in Marrakech with a price 

per hour of 400dh. 
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Figure 20 

  Below this list of studios owned by the user, the button “Add a studio” can be found if 

they wish to add a studio, which prompts them to add the appropriate information in a pop-up 

window: 

 

Figure 21 
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  Fields that are mandatory for a studio creation are marked with an “ * “ within their 

placeholder, which are: Name and PriceHour. This is done through the front-end, by including 

the keyword “required” within the <input> div of the necessary attribute. If the name is not 

entered, the field becomes red displaying the error message “Please provide a valid name”. 

Same scenario the price per hour attribute. 

  Regarding pictures, the pre-defined function FileReader() is used in the addstudio 

component in order to read the content of the file and store it using blob objects. Undeniably, 

storing pictures as strings is not the optimal way for storing such data. For small sized pictures, 

the server might get away with this procedure. On the other hand, when it comes to storing 

large sized data such as 4K or 8K pictures, it is better to use Cloud services streams such as 

Amazon S3 which allows a fast and reliable way to store any type of data. However, for the 

purpose of this project, I wanted to do everything myself without relying on third parties.  

7.7 Manage Reservations 

  Regarding reservations, two main approaches were thought of: 

- Option 1: It is possible to display the appropriate list of reservations of a user 

through a reservation table, where reservation attributes are displayed in the 

columns while having different reservations in each row like the following: 

ReservationId UserId StudioId StartDateTime EndDateTime 

ReservationId1 ………… ………… ………… ………… 

ReservationId2 ………… ………… ………… ………… 

Table 7 

- Options 2: Displaying a customized calendar for each user. 

   The second implementation option suits my project best as it offers the following 

advantages: 

- Organization: A calendar displays various reservations through several filters. The 

user can decide to see their weekly, monthly or daily schedule. Whereas a table is 

more static and harder to customize. 

- A user friendly and clearer GUI: A calendar can show different reservations through 

boxes that extend through the duration of the session (start and end times). 

Reservations can be differentiated by their blue boxes drawn in the calendar. These 

features will make it easier for the user to navigate through their reservations rather 

than having a table where it is less obvious where time conflicts occur. 

 Time conflict is another issue which was carefully thought of. Especially regarding the 

idea of having studio availability schedule, where users can book their sessions depending on 

the free available sessions shown in another calendar. Before thinking about how to implement 

time conflict, it is important to ask whether it is necessary to solve for time conflict issues. It 

shall be reminded that some studios have more than one room. Therefore, one studio can hold 

many sessions at the same time. This is a scenario where time conflict is not a problem.  
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 Moreover, there has been an important observation made by Dr.Sheikh which reminded 

me that studios registered in Marec.ma will not be exclusively booked using this website. 

Consequently, trying to ask studio owners to upload their availability schedule and have users 

book their studio depending on the availability is not a good option because it is possible for 

the studio to be already full through another mean, while it has not yet been updated in the 

availability schedule in the website.   

 Marec.ma will hold the users and studio owners responsible for their own schedule 

management. Reservations can be added or deleted at any time, and the calendar will be 

updated accordingly. In this scenario, we can have studios with 3 sessions at the same time, 

while also having other studios respect time conflict, all depending on the management 

decisions of the studio owner. 

  When the user chooses a studio, they can book by clicking on “Pick an appointment” to 

draw a blue box to choose the start time and end time of the sessions desired. 

 

Figure 22 

  In this example, a session was created in studio “A studio 1“on Sunday 17th by drawing 

in the calendar. A confirmation box appears at the top of the screen to confirm the creation of 

the reservation. 

 

Figure 23 
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  By visiting the reservation page, it can now be seen that the reservation is indeed added 

with the appropriate information displayed in the list view:  

 

Figure 24 

 

Figure 25 
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7.8 Search Studios 

  Unlike other features, searching studios must be available to any visitor. Therefore, it is 

implemented in the home page. It uses three search bars. The first search bar is for the name of 

the studio, second is for the price per hour budget and last one is the city. Each back-end 

service uses the appropriate search bar field where it searches for studios with name that 

contain the name entered, or studios with location that matches with the location entered or 

studios with a price per hour less or equal than the price entered (See Table 4 p.26). 

  In this example, the city is entered as a string in the location search field:  

 

Figure 26 

7.9 Project hierarchy: 

  Below is the Angular project hierarchy, where each main feature is composed of its 

corresponding components. To better understand this table and overall Angular hierarchy, the 

following question can be asked as developers: Is there a problem with a feature? (left 

column), then one of the components must be fixed (right column). 

Marec.ma Features Angular Component 

Navigation bar - navbar 

Authentication - register 

- login 

My info - userinfo 

Manage studios - managemystudios 

- addstudio 

- studios 

- studio 

Manage reservations - reservations 
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Search studios - studios 

- studio 

Footer - footer 

About us - aboutus 

Legal - legal 

Contact us - contactus 

Table 8 

7.10 Packages Required 

 The packages required for the back-end API to run are: 

Tier Packages 

Back-End Development - Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore 

-  Microsoft.AspNetCore.Authentication 

-  Microsoft.AspNetCore.Authentication.JwtBearer 

-  System.IdentityModel.Tokens.Jwt 

-  Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.SqlServer 

-  Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore.Tools 

-  Microsoft.OpenApi 

-  Swashbuckle.AspNetCore 

 

Front-end Development     "@angular/animations": "~13.2.0", 

    "@angular/cdk": "^13.3.0", 

    "@angular/common": "~13.2.0", 

    "@angular/compiler": "~13.2.0", 

    "@angular/core": "~13.2.0", 

    "@angular/flex-layout": "^13.0.0-beta.38", 

    "@angular/forms": "~13.2.0", 
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    "@angular/material": "^13.3.0", 

    "@angular/platform-browser": "~13.2.0", 

    "@angular/platform-browser-dynamic": "~13.2.0", 

    "@angular/router": "~13.2.0", 

    "@fullcalendar/angular": "^5.11.0", 

    "@fullcalendar/daygrid": "^5.11.0", 

    "@fullcalendar/interaction": "^5.11.0", 

    "@fullcalendar/list": "^5.11.0", 

    "@fullcalendar/timegrid": "^5.11.0", 

    "bootstrap": "^5.1.3", 

    "jquery": "^3.6.0", 

    "rxjs": "~7.5.0", 

    "tslib": "^2.3.0", 

            "zone.js": "~0.11.4" 

Table 9 

8. Future Work: 

 As far as the fundamental features of Marec.ma are concerned, most functional and 

non-functional requirements are met. The website can help Moroccan musicians find their new 

safe and creative spot to work depending on their schedule. Still, some features need to be 

added that are important relative to today’s norms of web application development and 

microservices. 

 The studio location feature can be developed further, to store the Google Map geo-

location and show it depending on the user’s IP address. It would also be useful to display a 

map when searching for a studio, which marks all the nearby studios relative to the visitor.  

 As previously mentioned, the application should take into account the upload of big 

sized pictures through making use of a cloud streaming service (STaaS). The modern norms of 

web development call for the use of cloud services where you pay as you go, while offering you 

quick implementation with the ability to scale up or down depending on the demand. Making 

use of these tools allows any software engineer to stay focused on solving the actual problem 

rather than implementation details. For the purpose of this project, I did not consider third party 

aid, but it must be thought of for the deployment of this project. 
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 Other cloud services that will benefit this project are cloud-based payment systems. 

This should be a fundamental part of the project if monetization were to be considered. In 

Morocco, in order to make use of an online paying method using Moroccan banks, the name of 

the company must be declared to the government, while paying an average fee of 6000 DHS 

[5].  

 Finally, Angular offers unit testing modules that run autonomously in order to find 

bugs and unhandled errors within the project. This must be considered before deploying the 

application. 

VIII. Conclusion 

 Working on this project has opened my eyes on many aspects of web development, 

requirement specification and coding languages. By taking a small step back from theory and 

actually doing what needed to be done to complete this project, I have come across many 

challenges and learning curves, from understanding the strongly typed programming language 

that is TypeScript, to CSS, html and Csharp languages.   

 Deciding on the front-end tool for this project took me some time and thorough 

research. The React engine developed by Facebook seemed to be designed more for small 

application such as Marec.ma. Its architecture relied on JSX files which hold JavaScript, html 

and CSS all in one. This suits more the job for quickly designing webpages that are simple 

compared to bigger projects. However, I chose Angular because I wanted to work with the tool 

used in big enterprise projects, to understand the architecture of components that work 

independently yet to satisfy a common goal.  

 Creating a REST API again was a good exercise for a skill that I have already acquired 

through my last internship. Because I felt more and more comfortable navigating through the 

back-end, I wanted to learn something new which is why I decided to use the JWT 

authentication which was the hardest part in the API design. 

 A part from software design, I have learned how to actually ask myself questions on 

whether my project serves a purpose through the STEEPLE analysis. Going through the project 

schedule and organizing myself to fulfill the requirements on times was also an experience I 

could not have lived without actually doing what had to be done. Therefore, I am grateful for 

this rich experience. 
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